In this talk, we introduce an effective chiral action, derived from the instanton QCD vacuum configuration, in order to study the modification of mesonic properties in medium. We present our recent theoretical results on the electromagnetic from factor and ρ-meson mass shift at finite density. We observe that the ρ-meson mass is dropped by about 10%: m * ρ /mρ ≈ 1 − 0.12 µB/µ0, which is compatible with that estimated by the QCD sum rule as well as by Brown and Rho.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is worth mentioning that the nonlocal chiral quark model (NχQM), derived from the instanton QCD vacuum, has been successfully applied to describing low-energy properties of hadrons [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Especially for the pseudoscalar (PS) mesonic sector, we have carried out several theoretical works which turn out to describe experimental data quantitatively well and are compatible with other model calculations [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The effective chiral action consists of quark and (anti)instanton interaction, encoded in the t'Hooft 2N f -interaction [3] . Having bosonized it, the effective chiral action is reconstructed in terms of the quark and nonlinear PS meson background fields. We start directly with the Euclidean effective chiral action in the presence of the external electromagnetic field, which was constructed to satisfy the gauge invariance, explicitly as follows [5, 6, 12] :
where the Sp stands for the functional trace running over space-time d 4 x x| · · · |x , color, flavor and Dirac spin spaces. The D denotes the covariant derivative with an external vector current: iD µ = i∂ µ + V µ . Them is the current-quark mass matrix, diag(m u , m d ) considering isospin symmetry (m u = m d ). The nonlinear background Goldstone boson field, U 5 is defined as:
where F π stands for the pion weak decay constant, set to be 93 MeV. The momentum-dependent quark mass, M (k) arises from the Fourier transform of the quark zero-mode solution Ψ 0 :
where the A µ IĪ is the (anti)instanton solution satisfying the self-dual condition for the gluon field strength tensor, G µν (x) IĪ = ±G µν (x) IĪ . Throughout the present talk, we exploit the singular-gauge solution for A µ IĪ [3] . For simplicity and better numerical calculation, we introduce a parameterization of the dipole-type form factor for the momentumdependent quark mass: where Λ ≈ 1/ρ ≈ 600 MeV, and M 0 is determined self-consistently via the saddle-point equation of the model, resulting in about 350 MeV as usual for the mesonic sector. We want to emphasize on the fact that there is no adjustable free parameters within the model. In other words, the present model is highly constrained.
II. PION ELECTROMAGNETIC FORM FACTOR AT FINITE DENSITY
In this section, we briefly explain how to compute the pion EM FF at nonzero quark density as in Ref. [11] . In the left panel of Figure 1 we depict the numerical result for the EM FF for the vacuum (µ q = 0, thick solid line), and it is well reproduced in comparison to available experimental data. Moreover, the radius r 2 calculated from the EM FF becomes 0.454 fm 2 , which is in good agreement with the experimental value ∼ 0.445 fm 2 [17] . Now, we are in a position to discuss the way to include the quark number chemical potential (µ q ) in the model. Since we are in the chiral limit for N f = 2, the isovector part of the quark number chemical potential is zero. Hence, we will consider only the isoscalar one hereafter. As pointed out in Refs. [18] , a simple replacement is enough for this purpose: i∂ → i∂ − iµ, where µ = ( 0, µ q ). Then the effective chiral action of Eq. (1) can be modified as follows:
where iD ′ µ = iD µ − iµ q . The momentum-dependent quark mass is also modified with the nonzero µ q from Eq. (4) as follows:
Here we assume the small density limit, we take M 0 to remain intact in medium. We verified that this simple form factor reproduce the exact zero mode with the finite µualitatively well. With this modification of the effective chiral action, we obtain the numerical results for the pion EM FF with respect to the nonzero µ q (thin solid lines) as depicted in the left panel of Figure 1 . We draw them for the µ q = 50, 100, 150 and 200 MeV separately. We observe that the value of the pion EM FF at Q 2 = 0 becomes larger as the µ q increases. At the same time, the slope at Q 2 = 0, which corresponds to the pion EM charge radius, increases with respect to the µ q .
III. ρ-MESON MASS SHIFT IN MEDIUM
The EM FF of the pion in the time-like region (Q 2 > 0) can be written in a simple parameterization in terms of the vector meson dominance (VMD) as follows [19] :
